**40 | ENDANGERED**

A skin cancer cell like this one presents a challenge to the human immune system.

**48 | SKILLED**

Christof Paar is a Max Planck Director – and chose his educational path later on in life.

**56 | SHREW**

Black poplars deploy a special strategy to protect themselves against pests.

**70 | LEARNED**

Volcanoes are inspiring new ideas for a procedure to halt climate heating.
Global migration and the “great reshaping”

The coronavirus pandemic, economic recession and climate change are the three global crises that will reshape the future of societies and have a significant impact on migration.

Underestimated inequality

Social inequities are increasing, yet no broad alliance for a greater redistribution of wealth has emerged in democratic countries. Why is this the case? And how do immigration and poverty influence attitudes towards state intervention?

Not just in times of crisis

An analytical look at the state’s economic and financial activities shows that rather than leaving everything to the market, the state has begun playing an active role in economic policy.

Immunity – a balance between attack and defense

Everything has its price – especially health. But what might the evolutionary costs of perfect immunity be? And why are we not equipped to fight all pathogens?